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Barton Howard Karoll, Seaman, United States Navy 
 
 
 

Bart Karoll was born in Brooklyn, New York in 1948. His father’s military career took Bart from 

New York to Kansas City and on to St. Louis County. In 2015 he moved to St. Charles County. 

Brown Water Navy 

In the late 1960s the Vietnam war was raging, and like most young men of that era, Bart 

grappled with the question of how best to navigate the war when a friend recommended he 

join the Navy Reserves. He called on the Chief Navy recruiter who assured him Navy Reservists 

weren’t being sent to Vietnam. That was all Bart needed to hear. The six-year program included 

one year of reserve meetings, two years of active duty, then back home for more meetings. 

That’s not exactly how it went. 

“I had been in the reserves for two years,” said Bart, “and I had not gone anywhere.” In 1969 

his impatient father called the reserve center at Lambert Field in 

St. Louis and talked to the skipper there in hopes of pulling some 

strings for his son. He thought he’d arranged for Bart to go to 

school for training. Instead he was sent to Treasure Island Naval 

Station in San Francisco.  He got his orders and was immediately 

sent home for thirty days emergency leave. “That seemed kind 

of strange,” Bart thought. After his leave, he went back to 

California for two and a half months of Special River Warfare Operations Training.  Everything 

became clear…Bart was now in the brown water navy.   
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The term brown water navy originated during the Civil War and was first attributed to Union 

forces patrolling the muddy Mississippi River. A century later in 1965, the term was revived, 

referring to the river craft that patrolled the inland waterways of the Mekong River. The brown 

water navy was part of the successful effort to stop North Vietnam using the South Vietnamese 

coast and rivers to resupply its military and the Viet Cong.  

 

Bart knew his father meant well. “I think he felt if I got an actual rating through training, I’d 

wind up in the fleet. That’s usually pretty good duty,” said Bart. “You are on a big ship; you’re 

probably not going to get into a whole lot of trouble. I think that was his intention, but it didn’t 

work out that way.”    

 

During his thirty-day leave, Bart got to see the moon landing in July 1969 and celebrated his 

twenty-first birthday before heading back to California for training. “I really didn’t know 

anything about the brown water navy. I had no idea what it was or what I was in for,” said Bart. 

“I knew what the big ships are but knew you couldn’t get these big ships up the river and 

streams in Vietnam.  I knew there had to be more.  I soon found out the rest of the story.  We 

started training on boats out in the sloughs. At one point I figured out I was going to Vietnam 

on a flat bottom boat that goes ten miles per hour.”  

 

All of Bart’s training was on the west coast. At Camp Roberts in central California he received 

gunnery training on everything from small arms to M16’s, M1’s, M30’s to 50 Caliber, 20-
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millimeter, and 40 millimeter.  “The only thing we didn’t have access to at the time was the 

short barrel 105 howitzer that some of our boats had. They were loud and nasty.”   

 

SEER Training (Survival, Escape, Evasion Resistance) 

 

From California, Bart went to the Naval Air Station on Whidbey Island, Washington, about thirty 

miles north of Seattle, for his SEER (Survival, Escape, Evasion, Resistance) Training. “They said if 

you flunk out of this, you go back to the fleet.” Bart recalled that half of his class flunked out 

and suspected that many of them flunked out on purpose. “I took it as a challenge and took my 

medicine. Lots of medicine!”   

 

Much like SEAL training, SEER training took place in the woods where trainers hunted them 

down while the trainees learned to survive in the field for a week. Eventually, however, all of 

them wound up in the mock POW camp. The one incentive they were given during the evasion 

portion of the training was the “Freedom Village” somewhere in the woods. “If you got to 

Freedom Village, you got an apple and an orange.  We had been living off the woods for three 

to four days.  Only 4 of the 72 in the class made it to Freedom Village,” said Bart. 

 

All the men had while they were trampling around in the woods was a canteen.  Their Ka-Bars—

combat knives first adopted by the United States Marine Corps in 1942—had already been 

taken away from them. They had to hide, alone or in a group, but they had to stay hidden. At 

the end of the exercise, all the men were given the signal to come in.  
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Back in camp, the men were put in huts, small wooden buildings no more than four feet high. 

When the trainers called them out to find their fellow trainees standing with hoods on their 

heads. That’s when he knew he was in for it. “Eventually, I got a hood over my head too. We 

placed our hands on the guy in front of us, and we marched into Camp Happy Valley.  We didn’t 

eat….I think we had a carrot and raw potatoes while we were there a day and a half,” recalled 

Bart. They were given much the same treatment the enemy would give them in a POW camp. 

His first test was being placed in a 55-gallon drum of ice water—a real eye-opener—and then 

he was water boarded.  

 
In between interrogations the men stayed in the tiny huts.  Forced to remain standing, they 

weren’t allowed to sleep and every fifteen minutes the trainers came through for roll call.  

“If you didn’t answer, if you fell asleep, they’d drag you out and rough you up,” he said. The 

exercise that stood out most in his memory was when they put a crate over him, forcing him 

into a fetal position. In the dark, with nothing to tell time, it seemed to go on forever. “It was 

dark when they put me in there; it was dark when they pulled me out,” he recalled. Some of the 

men were psychologically impacted by the containment. Even though the huts were 

substantially larger, they were still confining and the men risked physical violence if they 

protested. 

 
Then there were the interrogations. Bart wore a wedding band that his fiancé at the time had 

given him and when he couldn’t get it off his finger, they threatened to tear his finger off. The 

men couldn’t strike back at the trainers or lash out at them for fear of retaliation. He was told 

his fiancé was going to marry somebody else and that his family was half dead. For thirty hours 
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at a time, they never let up. “We didn’t get to sleep much during that time because they just 

found ways to harass you. We had a couple of guys trying to escape. That didn’t work out real 

well,” he said.    

Finally, one morning they were marched out to see the Communist flag flying. They were forced 

to stand at attention and listen to the North Vietnamese National anthem, all the while being 

harassed. Standing there, thinking they had more interrogation ahead of them, the music 

suddenly stopped. They ran the flag down and replaced it with the American flag to the sound 

of the Star-Spangled Banner. “All the guys, those who were left, started looking and you could 

see the tears streaming down their faces,” Bart said. “We were so happy this was over.  I’m 

thinking to myself, if somehow that is really what they are going to do if I’m captured, it’d be 

better to just put a bullet in my brain and be done with it. Then I thought, okay I survived.  I’m 

guess I’m stuck now because basically that was end of the training.” 

 

Next Stop, Vietnam 

The military didn’t start using boats in the Vietnam War until around 1966 so the training and 

warfare was fairly new to them. They spent a lot of time in the sloughs surrounding Mare Island 

in Vallejo, California just north of San Francisco. “They were ideal,” said Bart, “because they 

were shallow waters and off the beaten path and you could do all kind of weird things. We 

were running around, driving the boats like crazy.” 

 
With training completed and graduation behind him, Bart headed to Travis Air Force Base near 

Fairfield, California, the jumping off point for Vietnam. He placed a last call home to his parents 

and though his mother was a bit too emotional for Bart to handle, his dad gave him some sound 
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advice. “He said, ‘You can be scared. It’s okay, don’t be afraid to be scared. Stay scared and 

aware, and I know you’ll come home.’”   

The flight to Vietnam was a long one for Bart. Dressed in their whites, they weren’t allowed off 

the tarmac when they landed in Japan to refuel. Eventually they landed at Ton Si Nu, Vietnam 

to an eerie level of quiet. “I really didn’t know what to expect. You’re looking around, you get 

your gear,” said Bart. They loaded into a truck and drove through Saigon. “The BDQ 

(Vietnamese Rangers Biet Dong Quan) drew weapons, M16’s and other supplies, and then off 

we went to our first base at Dong Tam. * We’re sitting in this truck, waiting for something to 

happen, we don’t know what. We get to Dong Tam, the first base, talking to the some of the 

guys that had been there a while and they said they walk mortars (advance with armament) 

across the bay almost every other night.”  

*Dong Tam Base Camp is a former U.S. Army, Navy and Army of the Republic 

of Vietnam (ARVN) base west of Mỹ Tho in the Mekong Delta, in southern Vietnam.    

 
Readying the Boat 
 
Originally there were four river divisions—the 9, 11, 13 and 15—but by the time Bart got to 

Dong Tam, the 9th and 11th had been turned over to the Vietnamese complete with boats and 

equipment. Until they were assigned a boat, they lived in makeshift concrete dwellings called 

hooches.  “The first few nights I slept completely clothed…boots, helmet and loaded M16 right 

there,” said Bart. “I thought, If I’m going down, I’m going down with a fight.”  
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The boat they were assigned was in the process of 

being repaired. There were no guns on it, no 

armament, and no armor. It was a 56-foot-long LCM 

6 (Landing Craft Mechanized) with two six-cylinder 

diesel engines and a drop-down ramp in the front. 

They had to scrape down the sides and repaint it the 

customary olive drab green with the number 5 on it. 

“It was similar to the landing boats they used at Normandy, but a lot newer,” said Bart. The 

coxswain flat from which the boat was driven, was up above 

and over the engine compartment “so at least you could see 

where you were going and what you were doing.”     

 

The next step was to add armor to the boat. Most boats had 

bar armor (also known as slat or cage armor) on the sides of 

the boat and blocks of Styrofoam between the bar armor and the hull. They lined the inside of 

the well deck with flak blankets on both sides and managed 

to scrounge enough bar armor to place it flat around the 

coxswain.  

 

While they were working on their boat, they rode around on 

the repair ship in the “Big Blue” (their name for the China  
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Sea) watching for sappers, US forces’ name for commando units. “It was very boring work,” said 

Bart. “Little by little we started to get ahold of the stuff we needed; some guns to equip our 

boat. We found M60’s. We wanted something bigger than that, so we wrangled some 50 

calibers.”  Finally, their boat was starting to take shape. 

 
The engine man not only knew engines well but was also a skilled welder. With Bart as an eager 

learner, they made all the gun mounts and installed them on the boat. Two stanchions and two 

50 caliber machine guns were mounted off the side of the coxswains flat. 

 

 

In all four corners, they had MK 19 Grenade launchers. The first model of the 40 mm MK 19, 

Mod O, was developed in 1966 and was hand cranked. It was determined to be unreliable and 

unsafe. Finally, in 1972, six belt-fed Mod 1 launchers were successfully tested on US Navy 

riverine patrol craft in the Mekong Delta. 

 
Midship and halfway up the well deck, they mounted “fifties” and “sixties” on both sides. All 

the way forward by the ramp, they had some converted “thirties” on either side.  “So at least 
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now, we felt like we have a fighting chance,” said Bart.  They were given a truck for making 

napalm. They drove the truck down into the well deck of the boat and off they went. 

 

One of the boats had a short-barreled 105-millimeter Howitzer that was used in conjunction 

with one of the strangest and deadliest 

ammunitions…a flechette round. Inside the round 

was 10,000 2 to 3-inch long darts with vaned tails for 

stable flight. They were used in Vietnam primarily 

because of their ability to penetrate the foliage and 

reach the enemy with deadly force. “It makes a bang 

when this thing goes off and as it leaves the barrel of 

the gun you hear a tremendous swoosh because it spreads out like a shotgun shell,” Bart 

recalled. “When they shoot this thing off in shallow water, you think the world is ending.”   

 
 
 
Sightseeing 
 
Navy officers were scarce around Dong Tam so the men were free to sport non-regulation hair 

and, for the most part, could come and go as they pleased, including occasional trips to Saigon. 

The GI’s were treated well but they were also a prime target for pick pockets and thieves. “One 

day, we were riding around in a rickshaw,” said Bart, “and someone comes by on a motor 

scooter and snatched the watch right off my wrist.”  Knowing he’d never be able to retrieve it, 

Bart simply went looking for a new watch.  
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Occasionally some of the men from the Army base came down to Dong Tam for supplies and 

Bart made friends with a few. They invited him to a barbeque and since it was the first time 

he’d left the base, his boat captain knew where he was going. “He said, ‘Just take your M16, 

bandolier of ammo, and your helmet.’ We loaded all this stuff into the Boston Whaler (a 13-

foot skimmer) and off we went.”  Bart was enjoying himself until he heard the mortars nearby. 

“I thought, I don’t think I’m going to do this again. I told them, ‘You guys are very nice, and I 

appreciate the barbeque, but I almost got barbequed!’  I said, ‘You come see me anytime.’”   

 
A Lunchtime Firefight with the NVA 
 
“Our worries were heightened a little bit,” said Bart, “when we got to the second base, because 

now we were going to have to start running with the flame boat (zippo) and water canon boat 

and we’re going to start carrying troops.”  That may sound simple enough, but they weren’t US 

troops…they were Vietnamese Rangers. Even though the Rangers were several cuts above the 

ARVN (Army of the Republic of Vietnam), they quickly learned they couldn’t depend on any of 

them—the ARVN, the Rangers, even the Vietnamese Navy.  “If you were doing combined 

operations with them and you had to go up a canal, you’d have to go.  They wouldn’t.”   

 
 

The day Bart was injured he learned just how unpredictable machine guns could be. They were 

under fire and he was using the 50 caliber when it quit working. He switched to the 60 (7.62 

caliber, nicknamed “the pig”) but suddenly it also quit.  It was Bart’s job as weapons 

maintenance to make sure they were kept clean and in good working order.  However unlikely, 

the sear pin had broken on both weapons. They were in the second day of a three-day 
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operation which meant they were repeating their routes. “After the firefight we realized, these 

were North Vietnamese regulars, not Viet Cong,” Bart said. “You got to give these guys a lot of 

credit.  They were a very well-trained army.  We recovered a bunch of documents and part of 

what we recovered was our route.  They knew we were there.  They knew that we’d started to 

repeat our route.”   

 
On this occasion, however, they took them by surprise. Despite the noise the boats make, they 

caught them eating lunch, completely unaware of their approach. Bart recalled it in detail: 

 
“We took them under fire as we passed; the water cannon came by. The next thing I 

know there’s two Huey Cobras that somebody called in and the ones we didn’t kill 
outright right away, ran for the woods. The Huey’s were laying rockets into the woods. 
During the firefight, I had to go exchange the gun. I went to get the bad M60 out. 
There’s a carrying handle on top.  It folds over flat. When I reached for it, it fell over flat, 
but it sits right over the barrel. When you fire 600-800 rounds through a gun, it can be a 
tad bit warm. It takes a while for it to cool off.  I grabbed the barrel and it blistered my 
whole hand. That’s what they gave me the Purple Heart for. It was no big deal. Like 
frying bacon. I think they credited us with six kills during the firefight. Big deal!”   

 
 
When they went back to refuel the zippo (the napalm cannon boat), Bart had to go to sick bay. 

They cleaned the burn and bandaged it until his hand looked more like a big round softball. 

After the boats were refueled and rearmed, they went back out for patrol leaving Bart behind. 

“I never did find out but assumed my boat captain put me in for the Purple Heart and my Navy 

Achievement Medal with a Combat V (for combat bravery). I felt there were more deserving 

soldiers.”   

Low Tide 
 
They went out every day, using a map to find all the small off-shoots and inlets to the river, 

looking for “Charlie.” The nickname Charlie came about by shortening Viet Cong to V.C., which 
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when using the military phonetic alphabet is Victor Charles or Charlie for short. One night they 

got stuck when the tide ran out on them, leaving them stranded. “All we could do is put our 

helmets on, our flak jackets on, and keep an eye out with a Starlight scope.” In the pitch black 

and dead silence, Bart recalls their heightened senses and constant vigilance got to them at 

times, making them a little “goofy.”  “Your mind plays tricks on you,” recalled Bart, “especially if 

you haven’t had a whole lot of sleep. 

 

I Was a Cook.  Not That Kind of Cook! 
   
During the three months Bart was at the first base, they were mortared once. Enjoying some 

leisure time, they were playing cards, drinking, and smoking “something” when they heard a 

whistle from one of the guys that had been there a while on another boat. “He simply looked 

up from his cards, and calmly said, ‘Gentlemen, that would be incoming. To your emergency 

stations.’ Well, we dropped everything we’re doing.”  He scrambled out of the well deck to 

make it to his boat at the other end of the pier. 

 
Not entirely in command of his faculties, Bart somehow made it to the zippo or flame boat and 

found his way to his area in the back of the boat. In the dark and unable to see, he hit 

something that turned out to be the emergency dump valve on the napalm containers. “When 

it was all clear the flame boat captain came down to our boat after daylight and said, ‘Which 

one of you morons were on my boat during a mortar attack?’  I said, ‘That would be me.’  He 

said, ‘Come with me.’  We saw the stuff floating in the water, and I said, ‘What is that?’  He said, 

‘That, son, is napalm.’  He told me apparently I hit the emergency valve and all this stuff got 
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pumped out.  For a long time afterwards when I learned how to make napalm, I realized how 

mad that chief must have been.” 

 

Bart learned that it took a lot of time—five to six hours—to make a batch of napalm. There was 

no recipe and no handbook for making it, though there were just two components…jet fuel and 

magic powder in a two-pound olive drab can. “I called it magic powder because there was 

nothing on the can that told you what it was,” said Bart. “All it said was, Oil Incendiary 

Thickener. That’s it.” 

 

They had a truck for making the napalm. “It looked like a harmless old deuce and a half, but it’s 

got all this strange looking crap up in the bed,” he recalled. The equipment was a simple mixing 

vat and a compressor. Twenty-one two-pound cans were mixed with two hundred gallons of jet 

fuel. The lid is shut on the vat—a giant mixing bowl—and a stirring mechanism went round and 

round to mix the compound. Periodically he had to flip open the lid and stick his finger in to 

check the consistency. “You had to get the consistency just right. If the consistency is right, it 

would shoot out the cannon the length of a football field, a hundred yards. If it was too thin, 

when it pumped out of the turret, once it lit, it would break apart.  If the mix was right, the 

flame would appear as a solid rod and travel one hundred yards.  If it’s too thick, you clog up 

the tube and blow the turret up.” There was a definite learning curve but with a little bit of 

experimentation, Bart finally got the feel when it was right. “It took us about six hours to fuel a 

zippo and they’d blow it all out in five minutes.  They carried about 1000-1200 gallons of the 

mix on the zippo,” said Bart.   
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The earliest zippos or flame boats had a big bladder in 

the well deck of a boat that held the napalm. That 

proved very dangerous because it tended to blow up. 

Next, they went to using a truck that they parked in 

the well deck. However, that proved to be very 

inefficient. By the time Bart was there, they were 

using a boat that had specific turrets built into it. “You 

had two of these turrets and machine guns at the turret,” said Bar. “Then you had the super 

structure of the boat that had two more gun tubs (emplacements), a twenty millimeter on top, 

and a 50 millimeter at the back.” Using the compressor, the napalm was pumped into the gun 

nozzles at 3,000 psi (pounds per square inch). One of the first times Bart went out on the zippo, 

he learned first-hand just how dangerous the stuff was. He was the top gunner on the flame 

boat that was carrying 27 storage containers. He was in his gun mount wearing his sound 

powered phones when the man behind him in the gun mount started screaming at him to get 

out of his mount and grab a fire extinguisher. Bart’s first thought was to stay where he was, 

knowing the Vietcong were in the area. But, hearing the urgency in the man’s voice, he flipped 

the lid up (from the mount) and started to climb out. Between the two mounts was a flat area 

where the cans of ammunition were sitting. Some napalm had fallen from a tree as they passed 
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underneath it and dropped down onto the boat all over the ammunition cans.  “I thought, ‘Oh 

shit, they are going to have to write my mom I got killed by friendly ammunition.  We came out 

and sprayed it with carbon dioxide foam and it worked. It put it out. I watched in amazement 

the first time I went out and saw what they did with this stuff. Big globs of it would just float 

along. It kept burning. I didn’t want to wait around and see how long it would keep burning. 

That scared me. I didn’t realize how nasty that stuff was. I was just going to keep a sharp eye 

from now on,” said Bart.   

Last Cook in the Kitchen 
 
While some guys who went to Vietnam went home 

after just six or seven months, Bart spent his entire 

year there. Three times he requested to be sent 

home and each time he was refused without ever 

knowing why. “I think about that time we were 

down to the last flame boat which meant I was the 

last cook. As long as it needed to be fed, rather than 

break someone else in, they kept me around. They never said that, but it made sense.”   
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Water Gun Fights 
 
The water cannon boats known as Tangos were LCM-6 landing craft modified for riverine patrol 

missions in Vietnam. They were especially good for patrolling bunkers and spider holes, one-

man foxholes used by Vietnamese Communist fighters. The Tangos, named for the phonetic 

alphabet for the letter T, carried two mounted fire nozzles and Bart remembered well how they 

worked. “They would drop an intake into the water, suck the water up and come out the nozzle 

at about 125 miles per hour. You could pretty much knock down anything except a concrete 

building, and I’m not sure it wouldn’t do that.  It was great for knocking down huts and all that.  

Tango 14, we called Irma la Douche.  

 
 
Looking Back 
 
The terrain and the nature of warfare in Vietnam made the Brown Water Navy and the 

weapons used with it—howitzers, water cannons, and flame throwers—a necessity. In addition, 

the Navy developed PBR (Patrol Boat Riverine) which used two Jacuzzi jet drives instead of 

propellers for increased speed and greater stealth. The boats could ran up to 50 miles per hour 
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and with a crew of four or five men could carry one or two 50 

caliber and M60 machine guns. When the movie Apocalypse 

Now came out in 1979, the boats were shown in the movie 

with men water skiing behind them.  

 
Despite how exciting they may have sounded, Bart was 

relieved not to have to go out on patrol on one of them. 

Many of them were lost. Later, the Navy developed a STAB 

boat (Strike Tactical Assault Boat) designed for the canals and 

rivers and used by the Seals.  They were 24’ long aluminum 

boats that sat very low in the water. Their twin 427 (cubic inch) Chevrolet motors gave them 

terrific speed. “I took a ride on one of those, just to take a ride,” Bart recalled. “It scared the 

living daylights out of me.  It’s way too fast, and aluminum is not the most armor proof.  So, it 

was fun.  Thanks guys.” According to Bart, only twenty of them were made and they were 

manufactured by Grafton Boat Works in Grafton, Illinois. That factory is now called The Loading 

Dock and is a bar and entertainment center.  

 
Staying in Touch 
 
To this day, Bart remains in touch with his boat captain, Ray, from Tango 14, a man they called 

Pappy because at the ripe age of 25 he was older than the rest of the men. A few years ago he 

met another man who was on another Tango boat and who encouraged him to attend a 

reunion in Indianapolis back in 2011. Though Bart was hesitant, he went and was pleased to 

find out that the keynote speaker was a retired four-star admiral who was Bart’s skipper during 
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his time at the second base. “He showed up at the reunion in his uniform,” Bart recalled. “I’ve 

got like eight ribbons on my uniform and he like needs another chest for all his ribbons. He 

looked pretty spiffy.”   

 
 
 
In 2015, Bart went to Washington, D.C. and was fortunate enough to meet two Medal of Honor 

winners:  Bruce Crandall who was awarded the Medal of Honor for his actions as a pilot during 

the Battle of Ia Drang on November 14, 1965, in South Vietnam, and Jon Cavaiani, an Army 

Sergeant major and former prisoner of war who was awarded the Medal of Honor in 1974 for 

fending off an overwhelming number of enemy soldiers in Vietnam while allowing most of his 

men to escape.   

On one occasion, John Cavaiani took a group of the men to Gateway Racetrack in Madison, 

Illinois. As they were sitting in the stands, a youngster sitting in a row below them noticed the 

medal John was wearing. After a brief exchange with the boy’s father, Bart turned to John and 

said, “This young man is admiring your medal of honor. He took it off, handed it to me and said, 

‘Show him up close.’” The youngster was dumbstruck at the sight of the medal as the father 

tried to explain to his son that, while he didn’t know the story behind it, the man must have 

done something very important.  As Bart already knew, in 1974 John had gotten separated from 

his unit after fending off an overwhelming number of enemy soldiers while allowing most of his 

men to escape.  “He was hiding out, wounded and some old farmer with a muzzle loader caught 

him and turned him over to the North Vietnamese,” said Bart. “He was held prisoner for about 

six months. The dad handed the medal back to me and said, ‘I can’t fathom in my mind.’  I said, 

‘I don’t think a normal person could,’ and I gave the medal back to John.”     
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Reflecting  
 
 
Of his return home in 1970, Bart recalled, he “was happy be home and in one piece.” Besides 

the burn he received handling an M60, Bart was fortunate that his only other injury while he 

was in Vietnam was sunburn. “They told everybody, when you first come, try to stay out of the 

sun.  Are you kidding me?  It’s impossible.  Maybe a paper pusher can stay in.  No, we have 

work to do outside!  We’re all like lobsters.  I’ve never been sunburned like that.” They had 

hooches they could have stayed on, but knowing that things tended to disappear from 

unguarded boats, they stayed on the boat, in the sun.   

 

Bart’s parents died young; his mother at age 50 and his father at age 60.  “I’m 71,” Bart said. 

“I’ve looked over my shoulder for the last 11 years since I surpassed my dad because of Agent 

Orange. I’m reminded of that because the last book I got from the VA (Veterans Administration) 

specifically says I am a Vietnam Veteran resumed exposed to Agent Orange.” From 1961 to 

1971, the U.S. sprayed over 73 million liters—including 45 million liters of Agent Orange—to 

strip away the vegetation that provided cover for Vietcong troops, most of it in the Mekong 

Delta. “I’ve seen guys dispensing this stuff out of 55-gallon drums spraying it…no gloves, no 

mask or protective gear, nothing. I guarantee those guys are long since gone.”  

 
Bart rode with the Patriot Guard for many years.  His travels have taken him from Brooklyn to 

Kansas City, to St. Louis and St. Charles County.  He is now a volunteer at the St. Charles County 
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Veterans Museum.  Bart will tell you, “At my age and given my background, I’m extremely 

happy I’m still here and working on my original parts.” 

 


